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The graphic arts industry has 
experienced rapid evolution 
since TAGA’s inception, as 
technologies and processes 
have improved and developed. 
With this evolution in mind, our 
aim this year was to capture 
the progress the industry has 
made by contrasting past de-
sign, production, and processes 
with their modern counterparts 
throughout this year’s RyeTAGA 
journal. On the following pages, 
you will find a more in-depth ex-
planation of just how this theme 
of “bringing the old anew” was 
executed throughout each as-
pect of our journal.



The student technical papers that this 
year’s journal consists of focus on the 
changes that certain aspects of the in-
dustry have been experiencing, the 
feasibility of these new changes and 
additional changes that could be made 
moving forward. This theme has helped 
us to analyze the industry, identifying 
where it has come from and how it has 
grown with the development of new 
technologies. 

The journal contains five papers written 
by students of the Graphic Communica-
tions Management program at Ryerson 
University. Each of the papers focuses 
on a specific problem in the industry that 
can be solved, studies the evolution of a 
segment over a period of time or ana-
lyzes the new technologies and how they 
compare to their predecessors. Sustain-
ability in Print & Packaging focuses on 

the current packaging for Clif Bar prod-
ucts and, using life cycle assessments, 
suggests a more sustainable alternative. 
Evaluating the Triple Bottom Line For 
Smart Packaging analyzes the feasibility 
of smart packaging by considering envi-
ronmental, economic and social factors. 
Similarly, The Sustainability of Expanded 
Gamut examines expanded gamut and 
determines the advantages in this new 
printing method in comparison to tra-
ditional methods of printing. Principles 
of Design in iPhone App Evolution From 
2008-2019 illustrates the progression of 
mobile application design throughout 
the years. How Consumer Age Affects 
Logo Preference shows how consumer 
perceptions are changing and shaping 
brand logos, specifically for fast food 
companies found in the Toronto and 
GTA areas.
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With it being 2020, this year had us 
reflecting on the advancements in the 
printing industry, specifically in tech-
nology and graphic styles. We were es-
pecially inspired by the show Mad Men 
and the characters’ approach to the 
styles that were used during that time 
period. Later digging through research 
on what was relevant throughout the 
60s and 70s, we thought of the concept 
of “bringing the old anew”. We used 
the juxtaposition between the mid-cen-
tury modern era and a minimal aesthetic 
found in many editorial pages today. It 
isn’t a recreation of either style but rath-
er our interpretation of both (through 
research on the era and what we see in 
print and digital media today). 

Through the typefaces, colour palette 
and layout of each page, every element 
was considered to be a combination of 
both the vintage and modern eras. The 
colour palette was inspired by the mut-
ed but bold colours that were prevalent 
in the 70s. We wanted it to be a fresh 
take on the colour palettes used from 
that period, so we kept to warmer co-
lours with earthy tones like the olive and 
sand swatches. The typefaces comple-
ment the time period, as well. Barricada 
Pro, the main decorative font, distinctly 
reminded us of the 70s. For headings 
on the interior of the journal we used 
Bureau Grot which is a take on a news 
gothic typeface that was current in pub-
lications from that period. For the body 

we used Avenir which is a classic sans 
serif font that appeared modern when 
paired with the Bureau Grot headings. 
The tracking was expanded on the Bu-
reau Grot headings throughout the jour-
nal as it created more whitespace be-
tween the letters which is a technique 
that is prevalent in editorial pages of 
magazines and publications today. The 
layout of the body text was inspired by 
newspapers as that was the main form 
of communication in the 60s and 70s. 
We use columns rather than a single 
block of text as it creates more interest 
than the standard book page layout. 
In combination to the columns, plen-
ty of whitespace was used to elevate 
the modern feeling. We spread graph-
ics throughout the journal to maintain 
consistency in colour and to heighten 
visual interest in each page. The use of 
the overlay feature in Adobe InDesign 
created the appearance of a new co-
lour between simple squares and circles 
which was a technique that originated 
from inspiration from the 60s and 70s.

Overall, the contrast between the two 
eras creates something contemporary 
that is unique and different from any-
thing we have seen produced before. 
The concept extends to the choices 
that were made in production and in the 
multimedia aspect of the journal. Just 
by sifting through the pages of our jour-
nal, readers should be able to identify 
our concept of “bringing the old anew.”
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Our thoughts behind the production of 
this journal intended to maximize the 
physical experience, evoking an expres-
sion of the creative theme. This theme is 
one that has evolved into a meditation 
on the graphic art’s history, by placing 
classic and leading production tech-
nologies beside one another to coexist 
within the book. The archives at the Ry-
erson University Library opened a gate 
of inspiration through their collection of 
artist’s books from the 1960s and 70s of-
fering a meaningful reference. 

Using a natural paper grade to emulate 
faded paper, the cover was printed in-
house at the Heidelberg Centre for the 
School of Graphic Communications 
Management. We used three spot co-
lours on a Vandercook SP-15 letterpress 
in order to replicate the variant print 
quality of early screen prints. Contrast-
ingly, but in suit with our theme, the in-
side pages were printed on the Komori 
Impremia IS29 digital press, a machine 
that pushes the boundaries of what dig-
ital print can produce. Within the text 
block are french folds used as chapter 

dividers to separate each technical pa-
per. This feature is typically seen in art 
publications to subtly enhance the feel 
of the page, successfully completing the 
purpose we had intended. Contained 
within the french fold is a pattern using 
the shapes from the front cover as a hid-
den stylistic element within the book. 
The pages of our journal were collated 
and perfect bound together provid-
ing space on the spine for our name. It 
also created a clean rectangular block 
which we recognized as the main bind-
ing method of our references. To ensure 
protection and a little element of sur-
prise, the journal is encased in a presen-
tation folder that we produced in-house 
using an Esko Kongsberg v20 cutting 
table. The final touch was to deboss 
our group name using a Pryor Sheffield 
moveable type stamp on the front of 
the presentation folder. The substrate of 
this folder and the stamp of our student 
chapter on the front recalls the aesthet-
ic of mass consumerism, something we 
thought would be clever to reference in 
our package. 
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We have developed a custom web-
page for the 2020 RyeTAGA journal. 
This webpage includes all of the multi-
media components done by the team 
and showcases the impressive produc-
tion, creative and editorial works done 
throughout the year. In terms of multi-
media, Ryerson University has opened 
a brand new building on campus, the 
Daphne Cockwell Health Sciences Com-
plex. Located in its basement is the 
Creative Technology Lab (CTL) under 
our Faculty of Communication & De-
sign (FCAD). This advanced technolo-
gy-based workshop is dedicated to sup-
porting creative research, specialized 
curriculum and entrepreneurship activi-
ties by Ryerson students. With the CTL’s 
interest in working with students in tech 
research initiatives, the RyeTAGA Multi-
media team knew it would be a great op-
portunity to be able to collaborate with 
them on our component of the journal. 
Although the CTL has a wide range of 
equipment available, such as CNC, 3D 
printing and knitting, robots, and wood/
metalworking, our main focus was incor-
porating digital content that can be ac-
cessed online. Through multiple discus-
sions with the CTL and the multimedia 
team, we refined our focus on incorpo-
rating 360-degree videos and 3D scans. 

With the assistance of industry experts 
we now have on our school campus, we 
were able to include new technologies 
that have not yet been used by RyeTA-
GA. The 360-degree videos were shot 
with the Insta360 One X, a small gad-
get capable of producing creative and 
high-quality interactive videos. The team 
wanted to give everyone at the TAGA 
Annual Conference a tour of our stomp-
ing grounds at Ryerson. With this video, 
you can explore a walkthrough of the 
Heidelberg Centre, School of Graphic 
Communications Management. The 3D 
scans were taken with a portable device 
attachment called Structure Sensor. We 
wanted a 3D object to represent each 
one of the technical papers in the jour-
nal for a visual of what will be discussed. 
On our webpage, you will see the ren-
dered objects rotating in each report’s 
abstract section. Lastly, we wanted to 
provide a fully accessible and interactive 
PDF version of our student chapter. We 
accomplished this by using researched 
guidelines on accessible documents 
and using Adobe Acrobat for checking 
and fixing proper tagging throughout 
the long document. The accessible and 
interactive PDF can be found and down-
loaded from our multimedia webpage.
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